10 gauge wire automotive

Our automotive wire is made in America from 19 strands of 29 gauge pure copper. Results 1 - 31
of Length 8ft. Package of 10 gauge red automotive wire. Made from 19 strands of 23 gauge pure
copper. Covered in a red PVC insulation with a temperature rating up to Part : SBRE. Package of
10 gauge black automotive wire. Covered in a black PVC insulation with a temperature rating up
to Part : SBBK. Package of 10 gauge white automotive wire. Covered in a white PVC insulation
with a temperature rating up to Part : SBWH. Package of 10 gauge blue automotive wire.
Covered in a blue PVC insulation with a temperature rating up to Part : SBBL. Package of 10
gauge green automotive wire. Covered in a green PVC insulation with a temperature rating up to
Part : SBGR. Package of 10 gauge yellow automotive wire. Covered in a yellow PVC insulation
with a temperature rating up Part : SBYE. Package of 10 gauge brown automotive wire. Covered
in a brown PVC insulation with a temperature rating up to Part : SBBR. Package of 10 gauge
orange automotive wire. Covered in a orange PVC insulation with a temperature rating up Part :
SBOR. Package of 10 gauge purple automotive wire. Covered in a purple PVC insulation with a
temperature rating up Part : SBPU. Package of 10 gauge pink automotive wire. Covered in a pink
PVC insulation with a temperature rating up to Part : SBPK. Red 10 Gauge Primary Wire 25ft.
Length 25ft. Length of 10 gauge blue automotive primary wire. Multiple lengths of 25 feet will be
sold as continous piece unless arranged otherwise. Blue PVC Part : WP-RE. Black 10 Gauge
Primary Wire 25ft. Length of 10 gauge black automotive primary wire. Black PVC Part : WP-BK.
White 10 Gauge Primary Wire 25ft. Part : WP-WH. Blue 10 Gauge Primary Wire 25ft. Part :
WP-BL. Green 10 Gauge Primary Wire 25ft. Part : WP-GR. Yellow 10 Gauge Primary Wire 25ft.
Part : WP-YE. Brown 10 Gauge Primary Wire 25ft. Part : WP-BR. Red 10 Gauge Primary Wire Ft.
Spool 10 Gauge red automotive primary wire on a ft. Black 10 Gauge Primary Wire Ft. Spool 10
Gauge black automotive primary wire on a ft. Black PVC insulation protects from acids, grease,
oil, and abrasion. White 10 Gauge Primary Wire Ft. Spool 10 Gauge white automotive primary
wire on a ft. Blue 10 Gauge Primary Wire Ft. Spool 10 Gauge blue automotive primary wire on a
ft. Green 10 Gauge Primary Wire Ft. Spool 10 Gauge green automotive primary wire on a ft.
Yellow 10 Gauge Primary Wire Ft. Spool 10 Gauge yellow automotive primary wire on a ft.
Brown 10 Gauge Primary Wire Ft. Spool 10 Gauge brown automotive primary wire on a ft. Spool
10 Gauge red automotive primary wire on a bulk ft spool. Spool 10 Gauge black automotive
primary wire on a bulk ft spool. Spool 10 Gauge white automotive primary wire on a bulk ft
spool. Spool 10 Gauge blue automotive primary wire on a bulk ft spool. Spool 10 Gauge green
automotive primary wire on a bulk ft spool. Spool 10 Gauge yellow automotive primary wire on a
bulk ft spool. Spool 10 Gauge brown automotive primary wire on a bulk ft spool. Other products
you may be interested in. Part : WT From thru Part : F. Cushioned Stainless Steel Cable Clamps.
Clamps are corrosion resistant and have Suitable for engine compartment wiring Part : WS-YE.
Spool of 16 gauge Blue Primary Automotive Wire. Wire is ROHS compliant. For wiring cars, Part
: SP Select Back Lighting Color:. Labels for Your Switches. Characters written: 0. Switch 1.
Switch 2. Switch 3. Switch 4. Switch 5. Bottom Logo. Custom Size? Standard Size - 6'' x 3.
Special Instructions:. Red 24'' - Battery terminal on one end, and a Multifunctional 12 gauge wire
for use in RV, Part : WR-GR. Sold by the foot with a 5ft. Automotive wiring is one of those
seemingly black arts left only to the electronic necromancers of Mordor aka "Detroit" , but it's
actually pretty simple if you just remember to take everything one step at a time. Proper wiring
starts with knowing how many amps you're dealing with and what the distances are like; from
there, it's just picking a wire color you like, stripping some insulation and crimping a few
connectors. The right wire for any given application has more to do with the distance from the
powered accessory's power source to the accessory than with the power draw itself. If you're
new to electrical wiring, then the first thing you need to learn is Ohm's Law, which states that
current through a conductor between two points is directly proportionate to the potential
difference across the two points, and inversely proportionate to the distance between them.
That's a very long way of saying that you can use a very small-diameter wire -- one with more
ohms of resistance -- to carry current for a short distance, but that you'll need a larger-diameter
wire if you want to carry the current farther away. Wiring sizes measure from smallest to largest
on a numerical scale that starts with a zero for the largest sizes and gets smaller as the
numbers go up. Very large wires may measure with numerous zeroes; a gauge wire is bigger
than a gauge wire, which is bigger than a 0-gauge wire. The largest wire you're likely to find in
an automotive application is gauge, which is used in big trucks for carrying current from
multiple batteries. You'll normally find 0-gauge and 1-gauge wire used to wire the starters of
high-compression gas and diesel engines. More commonly, you'll find starters and batteries
wired with 4-gauge and 6-gauge cables; and sometimes 8-gauge for very small-displacement,
low-compression motors. You'll typically find the thickest "normal" wires -- gauge -- running
from the alternator or generator to anything that it powers, or in very long circuits that run from
a front-mounted battery to a high-draw accessory at the rear. Cars using very powerful

amplifiers or trunk-mounted compressors will generally use gauge or even 8-gauge wiring.
Smaller through gauge wiring generally carries power from the battery to high-draw accessories
such as headlights, the main fuse block, horn to relay, windshield wiper, gauges, the volt
"cigarette lighter" outlets in your cab and the fuel pump. The latter may use heavier-gauge
wiring not because it draws a great deal of power, but because it's so far from the battery. Most
of the systems in your car use or gauge wiring. You'll typically find gauge wiring carrying
current to the ignition coil, from the generator to the starter -- on cars so-equipped -- interior
lights, parking lights and tail lights. Almost everything else will use either gauge or smaller, with
the smallest being your non-subwoofer speakers. The above are generalizations about the wire
sizes generally used, but you need always select your wiring based upon the amp draw of your
accessory. Use 2-gauge cable for amp loads of to amps and wire lengths of 25 feet; 4-gauge
wiring works for amp loads of to and lengths of 15 to 20 feet, though it's advised for amps at 25
feet. Some 6-gauge wiring works for amps draw and 15 to 20 feet. Use 8-gauge for to amp loads
more than 3 feet in length, and to amp loads of 25 feet. The gauge wiring is appropriate for to
amps at 3 feet, amps at 7 to 10 feet, 30 to 50 amps at 15 to 20 feet and 20 to amps at 25 feet.
Some gauge wiring is appropriate for amps at 3 to 5 feet, 75 amps at 5 to 7 feet, 50 amps at 7 to
10 feet, 40 amps at 10 feet, 20 to 24 amps at 15 to 20 feet and 15 to 18 amps at 25 feet. The
gauge wiring works for 50 amps at 5 feet, 40 amps at 7 feet, 30 amps at 10 feet, 15 to 18 amps at
15 to 20 feet and 11 to 12 amps at 25 feet. The smaller gauge wire is very versatile, working for
50 amps at 3 feet, 30 to 40 amps at 5 feet, 18 to 30 amps at 7 to 10 feet, 8 to 12 amps at 15 to 20
feet and 8 to 10 amps at 25 feet. If you don't see your application listed here -- your distances
are shorter or amps lower -- and you're pumping 40 amps or less, then gauge wire is probably
your safest bet. Remember: when in doubt, go a gauge bigger. Richard Rowe has been writing
professionally since , specializing in automotive topics. He has worked as a tractor-trailer driver
and mechanic, a rigger at a fire engine factory and as a race-car driver and builder. Wiring
Guide: 2-Gauge to Gauge The above are generalizations about the wire sizes generally used, but
you need always select your wiring based upon the amp draw of your accessory. Wiring Guide:
Gauge to Gauge Some gauge wiring is appropriate for amps at 3 to 5 feet, 75 amps at 5 to 7 feet,
50 amps at 7 to 10 feet, 40 amps at 10 feet, 20 to 24 amps at 15 to 20 feet and 15 to 18 amps at 25
feet. This article provides a basic primer regarding wire types, gauges and more, for a better
understanding of the wires we deal with on a daily basis. Granted, this information may not
apply directly to all OEM wire, but it will provide a better understanding of wire basics. There are
two basic types of insulated wire used in automotive applications: PVC and cross-linked
polyethylene. PVC wire features an extruded insulation that is applied while running it through a
die onto the wire strand package. Once exposed to operating heat, this insulation is more easily
melted. Cross linked is designed to handle higher temperatures. Cross-linked wire is rated at
degrees F. The four most commonly used types of cross-linked wire include:. For battery
cables, STX offers the thinnest insulation, useful for routing in tight spaces. Regarding wire
gauge size, the smaller the gauge number, the heavier the wire; and the larger the gauge
number, the lighter the wire. The most common sizes we see in automotive applications include
18, 16, 14, 12, 10 and 8 gauge with battery cables typically heavier in the 4, 2, 0 and 00 gauges.
With each pass, the wire diameter decreases. For example, a 1-gauge wire passed through the
drawing die one time. An gauge wire passed through the drawing dies 18 times. Even though
automotive wires are typically stranded as opposed to solid single strand, and regardless of
how wires are made today, this old standard was used to create the gauge numbering system
we use today. The thinner the wire, the higher the gauge identification number. Rather than
simply taking some chart at face value, what do these gauge numbers actually represent?
Interestingly, the numbers really do translate into a value that is based on measurable factors.
These include the diameter of a single strand of wire not the strand package, but the individual
wire strands that comprise the package , and the number of individual strands. Listed here are a
few examples of combinations of strand diameter and number of strands that equate to various
wire gauge sizes. Wire gauge is determined by the cross-section area. American replacement
wire is based on the American Wire Gauge System the larger the number, the smaller the wire
diameter. By stripping off a bit of insulation, you can measure the wire package diameter with a
caliper or a micrometer. NOTE: Measure the diameter of the conductor strand package only, not
including the insulation layer. The AWG of a stranded wire is determined by the total
cross-sectional area of the conductor, which determines the current-carrying capacity and
electrical resistance. Because small gaps may exist between the strands, a stranded wire will
usually measure at a slightly larger overall diameter than a solid wire of the same AWG size.
Copper wire is favored as opposed to aluminum wire. In fact, you should avoid aluminum wire
altogether. First of all, copper is a better conductor than aluminum. In addition, the type of soft
aluminum required to make wire tends to work-harden quickly bend, bend, bend, break.

Example specs here do not represent all circuits currently found on production vehicles. The
chart indicates the appropriate minimum wire gauge to be used, based on the maximum length
of wire feet that will safely handle a specific amperage draw at 12 volts. For example, a circuit
that draws 20 amps that needs a wire that runs 10 feet long requires a minimum of a 16 gauge
wire or heavier. Relays feature two basic circuits: one circuit turns the relay on and off, and the
other circuit passes current through the relay once the relay is turned on. A relay acts like a
switch. Placing a relay in the circuit allows the actual control switch to experience only a small
level of the power running through the circuit. Relays in the 30 amp range are required for
accessories such as auxiliary driving lights, audio system amplifiers, electric fans, electric fuel
pumps, electric water pumps, etc. The relay handles the heavy amperage in the circuit, allowing
the control switch to simply turn the relay on and off. A relay also can help to boost a signal in a
long wire run. For example, when a wire runs from the battery to the switch and from the switch
to the accessory, a lengthy wire can reduce the power available at the accessory. A relay can be
positioned to shorten the length of the power circuit, maximizing power available to the
accessory motor. Always select an alternator based on total amperage requirements. If you do
run a one-wire alternator, be aware that the one-wire circuit eliminates the wiring normally used
to control other functions such as warning lights idiot lights on the dash. In addition to gauges,
warning lights provide a quick indication that something has reached the danger point a fuel
injected engine is about to misfire, a cooling fan is about to overheat, etc. A low-voltage sensor
can be used with any alternator to provide power to an indicator light when system voltage
drops below 11 volts. An example is the Ron Francis LS lo voltage sensor. Using your DMM
digital multimeter , you can perform a voltage drop test. Naturally, resistance in the cables or
the connections to either the battery or the starter will reduce power to the starter and may be
the source of poor cranking performance. In order to check your connections, check battery
negative to body ground, body ground to engine ground and the positive cable to the starter
solenoid. Most commonly, connection problems occur at the ends of the cable where they
connect to either the battery or to ground or solenoid. With the DMM in its voltmeter mode and
set on either a low DC volt scale or a millivolt scale, connect the voltmeter across each of the
connections. Place the probes with one on the negative battery terminal and the other on the
cable end. If your DMM features a min-max function, press it before starting the engine. Crank
the engine, and then shut it off. Push the min-max button again to read the maximum voltage
drop that occurred across that connection. Perform this same test for all suspect connections.
Each test must be performed when the starter motor is cranking, because you need the heavy
current of the starter draw to see a voltage drop. Acceptable voltage drop should be less than 0.
If you find a higher voltage drop, re-do or replace the connection s. This is similar to a
resistance load test, using the starter as the load. Using alligator clip leads, connect the DMM
set to DC volts to the positive and negative battery terminals. Press the button to use the
min-max feature. Crank the engine, let it run for a second or two and then shut it off. Battery
voltage will initially read around When the engine fires, battery voltage will climb back to a
normal level as the alternator charges the system. Push the min-max button to observe the
voltages. Whenever we talk about the electrical system, we always need to address the issue of
proper grounding, since poor grounds can create a host of common problems. Insufficient
grounds are responsible for headaches such as dim headlights, wire overheating and
instrument malfunctions, to mention only a few. Instead of relying on a single engine ground
strap block to frame , consider adding multiple ground cables such as battery negative post to
the transmission tailshaft housing, a ground between body and frame on a steel body , and a
ground from the battery negative to the frame especially when remote-mounting a battery to the
trunk area. And naturally, make sure that every ground connection at the body, frame, engine
block, etc. This allows you to run a ground from the frame to the distribution block, then obtain
grounds for various components at the multi-connection distribution block. The ground circuit
which includes the vehicle body, frame and engine must carry the same amount of circuit back
to the battery negative post as leaves the positive post. Loose or corroded ground connections
will add too much resistance for proper circuit operation. Current Performance, EFI harnesses.
Diagnosing Engine Misfires and Surges. One Comment. Order Reprints. Types of automotive
electrical wiring There are two basic types of insulated wire used in automotive applications:
PVC and cross-linked polyethylene. The four most commonly used types of cross-linked wire
include: TXL, which features the thinnest and lightest insulation. Commonly used by auto
manufacturers. Commonly available in 18 to 12 gauge. Commonly available in 18 to 14 gauge.
This provides added abrasion protection for heavier-gauge wires commonly 12 to 8 gauge. SGX
features the thickest insulation in the cross-linked wire family, especially suited for battery
cables. Wire gauge Regarding wire gauge size, the smaller the gauge number, the heavier the
wire; and the larger the gauge number, the lighter the wire. Typical 12V wire gauge sizes per

automotive applications NOTE: AWG gauges listed here represent minimum size â€” you can go
heavier, but never go lighter. Relays Relays feature two basic circuits: one circuit turns the relay
on and off, and the other circuit passes current through the relay once the relay is turned on.
Alternator Always select an alternator based on total amperage requirements. Stand your
ground Whenever we talk about the electrical system, we always need to address the issue of
proper grounding, since poor grounds can create a host of common problems. Insulated wiring
consists of only half the circuit in the electrical system. Achieving Critical Fastener Torque.
Report Abusive Comment Thank you for helping us to improve our forums. Is this comment
offensive? Please tell us why. Table cell colors are for visual purposes only and do not indicate
physical wire color or temperature. Granted, your conductors are not installed in a heat
encompassing shield such as metal conduit or PVC tube either. Your conductors may be held
firmly inside breathable wire loom or sleeving, and may be tie-wrapped or secured with a
multitude of other conductors. However, we can appropriately suggest that you increase the
Ambient Temperature correction factor to allow for any or all of the above heat restraints. If in
doubt, consult the manufacturer of your specific load. All feeder conductors are sized slightly
larger than the NEC minimal requirement for non-continuous use. Choose a higher ambient
temperature when conductors are expected to pass through or originate from engine
compartments. Longer lengths, larger currents, and higher temperatures typically require larger
wires. Use our interactive AWG wire size chart to find the right size wire gauge for your
automotive project. Quality products at superb prices is the foundation of our business model.
Adding and wiring electrical accessories to your vehicle may seem like a daunting task. See our
tutorial on switch basics for more information regarding switch function, actuation, contact
forms poles and throws , and maintained vs momentary action. We understand the importance
of quality automotive electrics , especially when these products are to be an integral component
of y
2000 jaguar s type fuel pump
toyota camry 2010 engine
electronic ignition wiring diagram
our showcar or race car projects. Rest assured that with MGI, there is no shortcut to quality.
For products presenting signs of shipping damage or manufacturer defects, MGI will repair or
replace that item according to our warranty practices. This offer applies to regular postal
service in North America. If you need your order right away, 1-day and 3-day delivery options
are available at checkout with convenient real-time rates from Canada Post and USPS. Skip to
content. Temperature correction factors for various ambient air temperatures per NEC
standards. Largest Load A :. Enter a non-zero positive number. Conductor Voltage Drop. Feeder
Conductor All feeder conductors are sized slightly larger than the NEC minimal requirement for
non-continuous use. Show NEC Standards. Shopping Cart. There are no products in the cart!
Continue Shopping. Low Prices. Easy Installation. Guaranteed Quality. No-Hassle Shipping.
Gauge sizes are based on single copper conductor in free air per NEC standards.

